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Abstract 
Our schedule for undergraduate bachelor's degree in electrical engineering (most certainly part of the 
STEM) includes a few skill-based elective courses, such as mobile application development or web 
application development course. Most often, these courses are offered to students on their second (out 
of three) year of their education process. This paper shall shortly describe our introductory mobile 
application development course which is expected to give the students enough knowledge and lab-
based skills to be able to develop native Android applications with basic functionalities. The development 
environment and main topics lectured in our 3 ECTS course (30 hours of lectures and 15 hours of 
computer labs as part of the regular education process) will be given, as well as the expected learning 
outcomes. Since the course is skill-related, it is expected that each student finishes, documents, and 
presents all computer lab tasks to the teacher as minimum proof of achieving the basic outcomes. 
Additionally, each student can choose a topic related to mobile app development and explore it on their 
own, resulting in an additional application (or Android activities add to the app from computer labs) which 
is to be documented and presented. Sometimes, better students with a higher interest in mobile 
applications extend their small projects and use it as a part or even the foundation of their final graduate 
work. 

This paper also discusses some real-world issues related to the native Android application development 
environment and its usage in computer labs. A few topics (user interface and layout design, basic event 
handling, and simple usage of certain system services) are covered in more detail, with additional 
remarks about some topics that may be important but are often not being lectured (due to time limits). 
Some of the topics often selected by students for their small projects (for now, most often location 
services related) are depicted with student application examples. Since the course was only held 
regularly (face-to-face, in-person) until recently and not yet held during the Covid-19 outbreak in remote 
e-learning mode, some thoughts about adapting it (if needed in the future) to remote e-learning are also 
included. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
In the second year of their three-year undergraduate bachelor’s degree education, students of electrical 
engineering at our university can choose practical, skill-based elective courses. One of the courses 
offered is called “Mobile applications” – it is intended to give some basic knowledge and experience in 
native Android application development. It is expected that students who pass the exam will be able to 
develop simple native Android applications and apply it when solving some of their future professional 
problems. This paper describes the approach we use in this introductory mobile application development 
course. 

2 COURSE PLAN AND MOBILE DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT 
The course “Mobile applications” has 3 ECTS credits – it is organized as a skill-oriented course, with 30 
hours of lectures and 15 hours of computer labs. Most of the lectures and all labs are performed as 
practical as possible, using a standardized development environment. The course has been part of the 
curriculum since 2009. The author of this paper is teaching it from 2013. – since already before 2012. 
Android OS surprisingly started with enormous growth and had the largest market share [1] and it just 
continues to rise (up to more than 80% today) [2], it was chosen as the desired target platform. From 
the start of the course, the decision was to develop native Android applications and to follow Google 
developer-related suggestions and guides [3]. Currently, Android Studio [4] is the official integrated 
development environment (IDE) for Android and we use it in this course (AS was introduced in 2013. as 
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suggested environment – however, until 2015. we used Eclipse [5] based environment – Google ended 
Eclipse support back in 2016., when we already started using Android Studio).  

Since all the computers at our university use educational Windows 10 licenses, currently software part 
of our development environment consists of: 

- Windows 10 Professional, 64-bit, 
- Android Studio IDE + Android SDK, 
- Intel x86 based computer, with VT-X enabled and active Intel HAXM tool, 
- Android x86 based emulators (+HAXM) and ability to connect test devices via USB or Wi-Fi. 

Hardware characteristics may vary among different computer labs. The same or similar software 
environment is proposed to the students – with exception of the operating system, all the software is 
free for personal and commercial usage. Since Android Studio and accompanying SDK is supported on 
most of the computer platforms, it can be used on Linux and Mac computers, too. 

Until 2017, the official language for development in Android Studio was Java [6]. In 2017, a new 
language called Kotlin was introduced and supported in Android Studio (AS). In 2019, Google 
announced that Kotlin is the preferred language for Android development. In academic year 2018/2019, 
Kotlin was covered in lectures partially, and in academic 2019/2020 it is used as the main language (all 
students are encouraged to use it, only students who did not pass the exam but attended the lessons in 
previous years were allowed to use Java). 

Our introductory lessons include an overview of Android basics and whole development “eco-system” 
related. General information about the operating system is given, followed by a description of the 
previously defined development environment. In order to start working on practical cases, we are trying 
to make students capable of using IDE as soon as possible – that includes quite a fast introduction to 
AVD Manager (virtual devices – emulators management tool integrated in the environment), creation of 
prepared emulated devices, starting the devices and creating and deploying simple, no-coding, “Hello 
world” app example!  

Fig.1 shows a usual course topic flow. Most of the topics are covered with lab examples; others are 
available for students to choose as part of their own exploration and study. Lectures (total of 30 
academic hours) are organized in 10-12 terms with a duration of up to 3 academic hours. 

 
Figure 1. Course topics flow 
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From our experience, most of the students have only basic knowledge of programming skills and 
techniques. In their first year and in high-school they may get some programming related competences 
– even so, after the introduction lecture basics are repeated (variables, flow control, conditionals, 
functions) and simple transition from known (usually, C/C++) syntax to Kotlin is explained. At that 
moment, students already get familiar with LogCat subsystem and use it to check those basics (e.g. 
printing out some data in the loop to LogCat and check it during app execution, as an alternative to 
standard console output).  

2.1 Main topics 
Another “giant step” would be learning how to visually build a user-interface for a mobile app. Without 
any complex analysis, the term activity as the main GUI block of the app is explained to the students 
and it is explained how an integrated GUI builder can be used to draw and organize its layout. The most 
fundamental user interface elements such as TextView, Button, EditText, ImageView are explained and 
used in examples. Later, those basics are extended with details of layout containers (LinearLayout and 
ConstraintLayout are explained in-depth). Fragments are just mentioned conceptually, but not used in 
lab samples; except in cases where AS included them in predefined and generated code. 

Essentially, after the first two classes, students become familiar with elementary features of the 
development environment and should be able to visually create, adapt predefined strings and execute 
the “Hello World” app in the latest API emulator – with little effort and no-programming at all, students 
are able to start a mobile app with looks compared to depicted one in Fig. 2. 

 
Figure 2. “Hello ICERI2020”, no-coding native Android app 

An example app is built with one activity containing a single ImageView and three TextView elements. 
When using AS integrated activity gallery, rounded FloatingActionButton is located at the lower right 
edge of the screen – it is preprogrammed to show SnackBar element with custom text displayed. In a 
few minutes, the teacher can show some “cheat moves” allowing students to customize the text 
displayed. Again, with no coding at all. 

The next important topic relates to using and controlling the created user interface. Basically, simple 
event-based reactions are implemented (onClick static properties of GUI elements), which is later 
extended with event listeners and programmatic approach. In order to programmatically respond to user 
actions, it is explained how each visual element can be accessed and modified in run-time. A regular 
Java-based approach, still being available, would include using findViewById API function, but Kotlin 
extensions introduced so-called view binding [7] that allows us to manage user interface changes even 
easier. 

The first phase of the course can be considered successfully finalized when the student is able to create 
a simple activity with generic user interface elements and create a program that responds to simple click 
or touch events on those elements.   
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The second phase of the course intents to cover already shown and used features in-depth. User 
interface “quest” continues and more complex elements such as AlertDialog, WebView, ListView, 
RecyclerView are introduced. In order to teach students how to develop a more complex user interface, 
the layout design based on, currently default, ConstraintLayout is explained and shown on various 
examples. During this phase, implicit and explicit Intent, resources and basic data persistence using 
SharedPreferences are covered, too. 

Last, the third phase of the course is used to cover more complex but useful topics such as concurrent 
program execution and point to different Android subsystems and their support through Android SDK 
API. Different management objects such as SmsManager, SensorManager and LocationManager are 
shortly mentioned. A bigger picture is presented to the students, with some suggestions and ideas 
related to their future work. 

During the presented introductory course, no special remarks about the app architecture and design 
patterns are given. The development approach used in this course is far away from modern and 
suggested patterns such as MVVM and ViewModel. That may be reconsidered in the future and the 
whole course may adapt to current Google defined guidelines.    

2.2 Possible computer lab issues 
Android, as an operating system, is being constantly developed. Major versions (currently Android 11) 
seem to be released on a per-year basis (lately, during August or September, as documented in [8]). 
Also, minor versions and upgrades of existing versions appear constantly. The development 
environment consisting of AS and Android SDK is also being changed frequently. Currently, AS is in 
version 4.0.1 (with 4.1 as the so-called release candidate and 4.2 in the preview test stage). The whole 
SDK includes many different tools, libraries, emulator files etc. Using the integrated SDK Manager user 
can keep track of changes and update the system when needed. In our opinion that is great, but it can 
bring out issues when used on computers in a multiuser environment. For security reasons, student 
accounts in computer labs have no administrative privileges and therefore have limited rights to perform 
installations or upgrades. That alone can influence the stability of the development environment. 

Therefore, we try to make installation fixed each academic year, with upgrades active (and performed 
by the teacher as a computer administrator) only when highly recommended. In practice, the clean 
installation of current AS and SDK versions is performed on all lab computers and automatic updates 
are disabled. It may be time-consuming (clear complete installation, simple no-install copy/paste of the 
environment and setting it up, or even using a virtual machine which may address additional issues with 
the Android emulator) but we have not found any more reliable solution. Another approach of yearly 
updating existing and stable installation is also an alternative with some benefits (old emulators and 
SDK packages remain available) – with first editions of AS, sometimes updates brought issues or were 
not able to proceed, but latest versions seem to improve the upgrade process. 

2.3 Education related issues 
As said in 2.2., Android SDK is often upgraded. AS environment is also constantly improved and 
regularly follows new development guidelines introduced by Google. Some significant changes may 
appear with new releases of AS and SDK, making the education process difficult. For example, the 
simplest approach used, when starting a new project would be using an integrated wizard and activity 
gallery to allow AS to generate initial code and user-interface. Basically, that is the way we try to 
introduce the new environment to inexperienced students. But, at a certain point, the implementation of 
the same activity examples changes in the new AS release, making the teacher look unprepared. 
Currently, the standard “Basic Activity” wizard uses fragments and AndroidX extensions [9] for 
navigation control. Those kinds of changes are sometimes hard to follow – not only that it changes 
basics, but it also requires many additional explanations (in this case – fragments, additional AndroidX 
extensions) and it could appear more complex for the students. However, it is unavoidable and should 
be considered and additionally checked prior to the new academic year and development environment 
setup. 

3 STUDENT RESULTS AND DELIVERABLES 
The goal of the course is to teach students the basics of developing native Android app in a standard 
development environment. In addition to lectures, students have to process the most important topics 
as part of their labs. All lab examples and assignments must be (at least we expect it so) solved and 
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documented. In addition to general assignments, each student has to choose among topics not directly 
covered in labs and provide simple study and implement an app presenting the topic. 

3.1 Computer lab topics 
As said, the course includes 15 hours (45 minutes per academic hour) of computer labs. Depending on 
the official time schedule labs are organised as 5-7 terms with a duration of 2-3 academic hours. A list 
of topics, divided into 7 terms is given in Tab. 1. The relation of the lab terms to time plan and lecture 
topics is depicted in Fig. 1. 

Table 1. Computer labs topics 

Lab Topic 

L01 

Android Studio – introduction + evnironment setup 
AVD – newest API emulator setup + test 
“Hello World” app – Activity + TextView – deploy to emulator 
Button, onClick static (GUI + fun), LogCat, Toast 

L02 
Toast + Snackbar 
Activity lifecycle – overriding onCreate and lifecycle functions 
Simple processing + GUI – calculator, factorial… 

L03 
ImageView, AlertDialog, FloatingActionBar 
Layouts – ConstraintLayout basics 

L04 
Intent – open new activity, open system intents 
Resources – graphics, strings, localization and internationalization 

L05 
WebView 
SharedPreferences for simple persistence 
PreferenceActivity – standardized app settings example 

L06 
ListView – standard and customized look 
RecyclerView remarks 

L07 
Concurrency – ProgresssBar 
AsyncTask vs. Thread vs. Kotlin Coroutine 

It is clear that this introductory course tries to cover as many practical things as possible. Still, labs do 
not cover standard subsystems usually controlled my manager objects – for example SmsManager, 
LocationManager, SensorManager, AlarmManager – these are topics students tend to explore as part 
of their own study. Also, an important topic related to network connectivity is not covered in labs. Data 
persistence is partially covered in labs with the usage of SharedPreferences, while file handling and 
local database (SQLite) usage is skipped. However, all these topics are included in lectures, practical 
examples with source-code are given and presented live by the teacher. 

3.2 Example apps 
In addition to documentation that has to be properly written, deliverables that students have to present 
to the teacher include example apps (presented in AS as well as shown on their devices or emulator) 
for all lab assignments. Also, there is a requirement that each student chooses one topic not covered in 
labs, explores it and implements it as part of the mobile app.  

There are a few topics covered more frequently by the students. Fig. 2 shows an example app related 
to networking functionalities – three status activities are depicted – the app uses an HTTP connection 
to get data from remote sensors and include great visualization on the device (the author is student D. 
Bajec). Network connectivity is covered in lectures, based on official Android documentation [10], 
showing usage of standard HttpUrlConnection [11] or advanced libraries such as Volley [12]. 
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Figure 2. Sample app GUI – HTTP data retrieval and visualization (made by student D. Bajec) 

Another often covered topic by the students is the usage of a device sensor subsystem – it is done using 
SensorManager [13, 14] – basic ideas and examples of sensor reading are included in lectures. Fig. 3 
shows and little less customized app working with sensors, reading the values of available sensors and 
using it to simulate compass (the author is student L. Turk).  

    
Figure 3. Sample app GUI – sensors and compass emulation (made by student L.Turk) 

Location services [15] appear to be quite interesting for students, especially when combined with Google 
Map visualization. Even Android Studio activity gallery offers fast creation of map-based activity. Fig. 5 
depicts activities in a simple location app (the author is student J. Sokač), allowing changes of map 
styles and fetching current device location. It should be noted that with changes in Android versions 
there were some changes related to location services (as well as many other subsystems), so that 
lectures had to be adapted to current Google recommendations. 
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Figure 4. Sample app – location services and Google map visualization (made by student J. Sokač) 

As stated in the abstract, some students choose to expand their initial apps and develop more complex 
apps with practical value as part of their final graduate works. On of the examples apps is depicted in 
Fig. 4. It shows form interface with the ability to fetch camera input (photo), get location details and 
visualize the location to hybrid map element (the author is former student, alumni K. Lukaček - the app 
was his final graduate work).  

 
Figure 5. Sample app – camera acquisition, data form and hybrid map (made by alumni K.Lukaček) 
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Of course, certain functionalities and user interface of student apps presented here may be found online, 
since it can be expected that students analysed and partially reused publicly available examples – the 
GUI examples were copied directly from student documentation. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we tried to present our introductory mobile application development course. It has been 
offered to our students as an elective course. Our intention is to provide enough practical examples and 
present a bigger picture to the students – most of the skills we expect students to develop during this 
course can be used in real-world apps and projects for Android devices. This paper described our, pretty 
limited and beginners friendly, approach – it listed the most important topics covered, gave a complete 
overview of the development environment together with details about practical computer labs. A few 
sample student apps are shortly described when talking about results and deliverables. Even though, 
as stated, the course does not give in-depth coverage of current Google Android development 
guidelines, app architecture and design patterns, we conclude that our simplified approach performs 
well as an introductory course, resulting in simple but useful apps and, sometimes, more complex final 
graduate works. 

4.1 Covid-19 remarks 
Until now, the course was always held regularly, with face-to-face lectures and labs. Standard LMS was 
used to publish classic presentation and textbook materials. At the moment of writing this paper, there 
are some preliminary decisions concerning the Covid-19 crisis – the course should be lectured with a 
mixed-approach – there are some ideas of performing 25-30% of the lectures in-person and the rest of 
it virtually, with synchronous e-learning video-conferences. If the Covid-19 regulations continue to 
influence the lectures, it is our opinion that computer labs should be done completely “virtually” – 
students will have to install the development environment on their computers and synchronously work 
on it by following the teacher’s instructions. In order to make this “transition”, initial contact lectures 
should be used to inform and prepare students for prerequisite steps they shall do on their own. 
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